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United States Patent Office 
3,194,409 

FOLDING CLOTHES DERBER 
Stephen P. Midoshas, 24, Cedar St. Bristoi, Pa. 

Fied Dec. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 59,228 
3 Caisis. (C. 2ii-278) 

This invention relates to improvements in folding or 
collapsible clothes driers for indoor or outdoor use and 
relates more particularly to a folding clothesline structure 
having parallel lines and which is an improvement over 
the assembly shown in my Patent No. 2,459,110. 
An important object of the invention is to provide a 

structurally and functionally improved folding arm ap 
paratus which will assure ease of movement from extended 
to folded position and wherein novel spring means are em 
ployed to facilitate folding action of each rope-carrying 
3. 

Folding clotheslines with parallel ropes generally have 
a pair of spaced rope carrying arms which are rigid 
throughout their lengths, supported by suitable braces and 
links in spaced relation to the post, and in folded condition 
of the ropes the rope arms extend beyond the upper end 
of the center post, making the assembly too long for easy 
handling and shipment. 

In my earlier patent disclosed an improvement wherein 
the arms were centrally pivoted and could thus fold into 
a considerably smaller space than heretofore. The weight 
of the articles which were hung on the ropes tended to 
distort the arms and their alignment and this was particul 
larly true if the first articles were hung at or near the 
center which is usually the case. 
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The principal object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an improved structural arrangement for the rope 
arms wherein the two sections always retain their aligned 
position regardless of where the articles are hung, or their 
weight, and this avoids the tendency of the centrally dis 
posed arms to sag which was one of the difficulties in my 
earlier apparatus. 

in the drawings: 
F.G. 1 is a perspective view of the clothes drier in ex 

tended position, 
FIG. 2 is a broken side elevation with the parts in partly 

folded condition, 
F.G. 3 is a top plan view of the structure of F.G. 1, 
FG. 4 is an enlarged top plan view of the central area, 
F.G. 5 is a broken horizontal section taken just above 

the sliding collar, 
FIG. 6 is a broken plan view showing the spring means 

for urging the section of the rope arm to folded position, 
FG. 7 is a section taken on line 7-7 of FIG. 6, 
FIG. 8 is similar to FIG. 6 but shows the parts in 

partly folded condition, 
FIG. 9 is a broken perspective view showing a modified 

construction of rope arm, 
FiG. 10 is a section taken on line 6-10 of FIG. 3. 
The folding clothes drier of the present invention in 

cludes a vertical supporting post 0 and a pair of tubular 
clothesline Supporting arms which are held in a horizontal 
position in equally spaced relation to the post when the 
drier is in extended, clothes-supporting position. Each 
tubular arm is formed in two sections 1 and 12 which are 
mounted at their inner or meeting ends in hinged relation 
in a channel 14, which is generally U-shaped in cross sec 
tion, by means of pivot pins 6. When the arms are in 
extended position the pivot pins are inclined slightly out 
Wardly at their upper ends, i.e., away from the center sup 
porting post. 
The two sections of each rope arm are supported by a 

pair of radial arms 8, also of tubular construction, which 
are pivoted at their inner ends by means of pins 17 on a 
pair of generally U-shaped bracket sections 19 of a ring 
like bracket or collar 20 freely slidable on the center post. 
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2. 
The inner ends of these tubular radial arms are somewhat 
flattened. 
The outer end of each radial arm is pivotally secured 

at the center of each rope arm section ii or 2 by means 
of a pivot pin 23 which occupies a slightly outwardly in 
clined vertical position when the rope arms are in ex 
tended position, as shown in FIG. 10, and whose head 
engages the lower wall of radial arm. 18. This pin is in 
roduced into the interior of this tubular arm through an 
opening 21 in the upper wall. FIG. 10 also shows in 
Somewhat exaggerated form the inclination of connecting 
channel 4 when the arms are extended. Actually the 
inclination need only be slight enough to avoid a right 
angular pull of the ropes or lines on pivot 16. The radial 
arrns are supported between their ends by links 22 which 
have pivot pins 24 passing through the radial arms at the 
outer ends of the links and are connected by brackets 26 
on a second ring-like member 28 by means of pivot pins 
29. This ring-like member is secured in fixed relation at 
the top of the center post as by a pin 30 and may be of 
identical construction as the sliding member. 

it is preferred to pivotally secure the outer ends of radial 
arms at about the center of the rope arm sections a or 
A2 and it is also important to have the angle or between the 
two U-shaped brackets 9 for supporting each pair of 
interconnected rope arms not less than 30° in order to 
introduce the heading tool for the rivets within this angular 
Section. In order to place this pivot reasonably near the 
center of each rope arm section and still have not less 
than 30 between each pair of brackets it is necessary to 
allow Some angular movement in a horizontal direction 
between the radial arms and their pivots and to this end 
the holes 3; in the radial arms through which pins 17 pass 
are of elongated shape rather than round. It will thus 
be noted that the radial arms are not aligned directly with 
the opposed sides of the bracket sections but extend rather 
at ail angle thereto. This loose connection between the 
radial arms and the sliding bracket structure does not 
impair the rigidity of the rope arms. The same arrange 
ment is provided between links 22 and the upper brackets 
and this elongated shape of holes 31 is indicated by the 
dotted lines in FIGURES 4 and 5. 

These arms have spaced openings 32 through which the 
ropes or lines 34 pass and it may be one continuous length 
for one side of the assembly with one knot at each end, or 
each length of line between the opposed arms may be 
knoited at its ends. 
For the purpose of urging the two arm sections 1 and 
2 to folded position one of the pivots 16 support a loop 
38 of a wire spring having opposed curved terminal sec 
tions 36 and 37 which engage the tubular walls of sections 

and 2. 
It will be appreciated that when the sliding collar 20 is 

lowered the centrally disposed meeting ends of each pair 
of line arms 1-12 move upwardly and continued lower 
ing of the collar causes these arms to approach the center 
post with the lines hanging downwardly. The collar may 
be supported in upper position by any means such as a de 
pressible pin 35 but a pin is not usually necessary if the 
collar is simply moved above the level of the rope arms. 

It will be appreciated that by providing in the channel 
i4 a stop limiting outward travel of the outer ends of the 
rope arm Sections than that shown in FIGS. 1 and 3 that 
heavy articles such as sheets hung on the centrally dis 
posed lines cannot move the inner ends of the arm sections 
inwardly and the outer ends thereof cannot move in 
Wardly because of the radial arms and the pivoted con 
necter 2, therewith. 
A modification in the construction of the line arms is 

shown in FIG. 9 where the arm section 39 is formed from 
a flat strip of sheet metal which is first formed along op 
posed longitudinal sides with generally L-shaped flanges, 

  



8,194,409 
including narrow sections 40 and wider sections 41, having 
spaced channel portions 43 struck out transversely of said 
wider sections. The elongated blank is then formed to 
tubular shape as shown at 47 with the wider flange sec 
tions 41 in face-to-face engagement. - 

Each pair of channels 43 form a substantially round 5 

passage for the line 45 which is preferably made from 
plastic material which is heated at its ends to form a ball 
shaped terminal 46. The headed line is thus passed 
through the round passage, and the meeting flanges 41 
secured together by fastening means such as rivets 48. If 
desired the free edges of narrow flanges 40 may be curled 
over to prevent injury. 
While there have been described herein what are at 

present considered preferred embodiments of the inven 
tion, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that many 
modifications and changes may be made therein without 
departing from the essence of the invention. It is there 
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fore to be understood that the exemplary embodiments. 
are illustrative and not restrictive of the invention, the 20 scope of which is defined in the appended claims, and that 
all modifications that come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are intended to be included . 
therein. - 

... What claim is: 
1. A folding clothes drier comprising: 

... (a) a supporting center post, 
... (b) a pair of line carrying arms normally supported in: 

equally spaced relation to the center post and lines 
extending between said arms, - 

(c) each of said line arms being formed in two tubular 
sections pivotally joined together at their inner ends, 
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(e) a channel receiving the meeting ends of the two 
sections, with pivot pins passing through opposed, 
walls of the channel for effecting the pivotal joining, 

(f) a connecting wall between said opposed walls which 35 - 2,828,519 4/58. Be 
normally lies on the side of said arm sections op 
posite the center post so as to cause the outer ends . 
of said arm sections to move generally toward the . 
post during folding action, spring means between the 40 
line arm sections urging the sections toward folded 
position, - - 

(g), a slidable collar on the post and having four radially 
extending brackets carried thereby, . . 

2,358,705 - 9/44. 

to said brackets and at their other ends to each line 
arm midway between its ends, 

(i) a similar collar fixed at the tipper end of the center post, ... 
(j) links pivotally connected at one end thereof to said: . 

collar and at their other ends to the radial arms, be tween their ends, 
(k) the pivots in the channels being inclined outwardly .. 
and upwardly when its line arms are in extended posi 
tion, 

(1) said channelsand the meeting ends of the arm sec 
tions moving upwardly and inwardly as their outer 
ends move downwardly and inwardly to folded posi 
tion when the sliding collar is lowered... 

2. The structure recited in claim 1 wherein the pivot 
elements in the sections of the line arms are inclined 
slightly outwardly from the vertical when said arms are 
in extended position. 

3. The structure recited in - claim 1 wherein the pivot 
means at the inner ends of the radial arms and the links 
comprise pins, which pass through elongated openings in . 
the arms, and links to permit limited horizontal movement 
of said members. . . . . 
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